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"The Unive1'8ity City" 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
Municipal Building 
Honorable Mayor, Members of the 
City Commission, and Members of 
the City Plan Board 
Gentlemen: 
Jll 
October 8, 1957 
This Annexation Study has been prepared under autho-
rization of the City Plan Board's resolution of 
May, 1957 for the purpose of showing the "facts" 
concerning annexation from an unbiased viewpoint. 
The Directors of all City Departments have reviewed 
this report and have approved its factual pres~ntation. 
I have carefully studied this report and agree with 
its recommendations. I am submitting it to you for 
consideration and approval. 
Respectfully submitted, 
R. E. Layton 
City Manager 
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I NTHODUC TION 
Americans have always been noted for their ability to 
move freely within the country. Originally the population 
moved ever westward, but with the closing of the frontier 
America wi tnessed a continual increase in urban population. 
Recent United States population statistics indicate a 
movement of a large segment of the population to the suburban 
areas. This trend has created problems both inside the 
presently incorporated and in the overall metropoli~ areas. 
In the past few years the citizens of metropolitan areas 
have searched f or a~ a nswer to these problems. Several 
solutions have been proposed, including such diverse methods 
as (1) annexation, (2) consolidation, (J) administrative 
agreements, (4) special purpose districts, (5) Q~written 
agreement, and (6) transfer of functions to the state 
government. 
'Ihe lav,rs of the Sta te of Florida consider af'!.nexation to 
be the extension of the boundaries of an incorporated city 
into the contiguous unincorporated territory; consolidation 
is the merging of two incornorated citiest with the less 
populous one surrendering power. An administrative agreement 
is an arrangement between units of government, or closely 
knit groups of people, for the administration of some problem 
co-mmon- to both groups. A special purpose or ad hoc district 
2 
is a district created for a special purpose and it cannot 
vary from the planned purpose. An unv,;ri t ten agreement is an 
informal agreement between two units of g overnment or two 
closely integrated groups of people; it presents no binding 
contracts, and either side entering into the agreement can 
dissolve the agreement at any time they so decide. Transfer 
of functions to the State of Florida has occurred in such 
instances as the school program, part of 
program, and collection of cigarette taxes. 1 
building 
The City of Gainesville is faced with the problems of 
suburban growth. These problems are further ma gnified bj· 
the rapid increase in student popula tion at the University 
of Florida vJhich is located in this city. All the fringe 
areas around Gainesv ille are unincorporated; therefore, 
consolida tion under Florida laV>J is not possible. The feasi-
bility of an..Ylexing all or parts of this outlying area is the 
major concern of this study. 
Si nce any decision involving annexa t ion carries with it 
many political, economic, and social implications, the 
purpose of this study is to obtain the facts pertaining to 
annexation . as objectively and with as much freedom from bias 
as possible. 
The nature of the problems involved in annexation 
1Richard G. Simmons, Problems of GovernrnAnt i:r. the 
Orlando Metronolitan Area. Unpublished thesis, University 
of Florida, June, 1951, pp. 60-8?. 
3 
necessitated the use of several methods. The primary tech-
nique consisted of amassing of data from officials records, 
departmental surveys and reports, previous . surveys and 
reports, and personal interviews with government officials 
and other kno\'Vledgeable persons. 'Ihis approach required the 
use of selected secondary materials and much original research~ 
Most of the data from former projects was incomplete and 
dated; therefore, it was necessary to supplement it with 
more recent information. The materials were screened and 
the statistics separated according to specific study areas. 
After a final analysis the rna terial 1r-vas r educed to charts, 
maps, and tables. The final step was a selection of the 
areas which could most feasibly be a~~exed. 
CHAPTER I . 
GENERAL BACKGROUND 
Present Urbanized Area: 
The land upon which the City of Gainesville is situated 
is part of a grant of 289,645 acres from the King of Spain to 
Don Fernando de la Maza Arredondo and son, merchants of 
Havan~, Cuba. The Arredondo Grant, dated December 22, 1817, 
takes as a center point a Seminole Indian village called 
11 Alachua. rr llie Arrendondo Grant was made void when Florida 
became a territory of the United States by treaty with Spain 
on February 22, 1819. On September 6, 1854, the County 
Commissioners of Alachua County provided for platting and 
founding of a county seat to be named Gainesville~l 
In 1906; the Florida Agricultural College moved from 
Lake City to Gainesville, at v.rhich time it was combined with 
the East Florida Seminary ru~d became the University of 
Florida. This event has made a tremendous difference in 
the grow~h - of Gainesville~2 
The City of Gainesville was incorporated in 1869. The 
1Facts and Figures on Citv of Gainesville~ Chamber of 
Commerce, Gainesville, 1957. 
2 Churchill-Fulmer Associates, A I1as ter Guide Plan for 
Gainesville, Florida, unpublished report to the Planning 
Board of Gainesville, August, 19.50, p. J. 
4 
5 
present City Charter which adopted the Commission-City 
Manager form of government was granted in 1927. The City 
Plan Board and the Board of Adjustment were created by 
statute in 1931~3 
Gainesville is located on the uplands of the Florida 
peninsula, approximately 200 feet above mean sea level; 
midway between the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Oceanl 
The present city limits was established by the state legis-
lature in 1907 and extended in 1956 by petition of owners of 
the property involved. The present city limits encompasses 
a total area of only 5.75 square miles. 
As a University City, Gainesville enjoys a high cultural 
level. Due to the relative sizes of the town and the Uni-
versity, the activiti.es of the University exert a strong 
influence on the people. Through the programs offered by 
the University, the inhabitants are able to enjoy many of 
the advantages of a large city. The University offers the 
city resident many concerts, recitals, and sports activities 
that are not normally available in a small city. T.~ere is 
cooperation between the University and the to"tNnspeople and 
many highly trained persons place their services at the 
· disposal of the city. One important exception exists in a 
policy which prohibits University employees from holding 
elected offices. 
3city of Gainesville, Charter ., January 1, 1947. 
6 
The general area of Gainesville first came into impor~ 
tance as an agricultural center with cotton as the major 
product. With the coming of railroad transportation in 1860 
and the development of better transportation facilities, 
the area changed from cotton growing to general farming. 
'rhe growth of the city was relatively slow until the 
establishment of the University~ From the time of its 
establishment until the present, the University has increased 
in importance as a source of income and now employs nearly 
one-third of the total working population of the Gainesville 
metropolitar-. area. There is a very close and almost direct 
relationship between the growth of the University and the 
expansion of the city.4 
Econornicall:'l, there is a trend away from a single 
resource economy toward one of diversification of products • 
... 
This is borne out by successful attempts to attract light 
industry with the Sperry electronics plant being the most 
recent one added to the growing list. Some of the many 
industries include naval stores, lumber and chemicals, wood 
products, sporting goods manufacture, meat packing, and 
quarrying. 
Government Finance: 
Gainesville derives 67 per cent of its revenues for 
municipal expenditures from sources other than property 
4churchill-Fulmer Associates, on. cit., p. 14~ 
7 
tax. Charts 1 and 2 on pages 8 and 9 show the total 
receipts and disburseillents of the general government. A 
glance at the se charts will show that under the present 
tax structure, annexation will not add substantially to the 
r evenue but will add tremendously to the services required. 
Chapter III tt.J ill discuss this problem in greater detail. 
Annexation: 
In Florida, the cities are dependent upon the Legisla-
ture for any change in their boundaries. There are two 
types of statutes under the Florida Constitution which 
provide for annexation: the special act and the general 
statute. The annexation procedure in a special act can 
include a requirement for a referendum or can provide for 
expansion of t he city limits vJ i thout a special election on 
the question,dependiDg upon the provisions of the bill~5 
The second type of annexation takes place under general 
statute. Provisions under these statutes vary with certain 
characteristics pertaining either to the area to be annexed 
or to the annexing municipality. If less than ten people 
reside in the area to be aru~exed, a simple ordinance will 
suffice.6 
5constitution of the State of Florida, Article VIII, 
Sections 1-4, 21, as amended to 1947. 
6Florida ' Statutes, 19SS, Chapter l?l.04e 
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CI1Y OF GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT RECEIP ·rs7 
100 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
150 200 2?0 300 350 400 450 
l ; 
!\ \ \ · .  \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i 382. 6 
1 Ad Valorem 
: \ \ \ \ \ .\ \ \ \ ! 120. 0 
Cigarette Tax-10% 
\ \ ._ \ \ \ I 117. 8 
Licenses & Perrnits-10% 
, .\ \ ' I 49 • 9 
Police Dept.-4% 
. , , \ \ \ I 84.8 
Garbage Service Charge-8% 
: \ \ I •• \ \ 0 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \j 2 9 5. 0 
Uti l ity Contributions-25% 
i \ \ \ i \! 60. 0 
Sewer Service Charge-5% 
! \ . \ \ ·, 60. 0 
Other Receipts 
Total Budget Receints 
1955-56 
1954-55 
1953-54 
1952-53 
1951-52 
1,169,000 
1,043,000 
l,o84,ooo 
947 ,"800 
868,000 
8 
7city of Gainesville, Annual Report 1955-56, Gaines-
ville, Florida, 1956, p. 12. 
CI~ OF GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT DISBURSEMENTS8 
9 
I ----------------------------------------------~ l THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS I 5? 10 0 1 '? 0 2? 0 2 50 3? 0 3 '?O 400 
I I 
! IT-I s-'t'--:-\ ,..\~~ s o • 1 
j Ad mini stra tion-7% 
t 
\I 426.,, 
~\ ~\ ~' ~-'-'-·~~~~~~~~~~~~~'-'~'~!45~11 
; Dept. of 
654.6 
8 
I Dept. of Public Welfare-5% 
! 
!\ ·, \. I 43.7 
! Parking Facilities & Neters-4% 
I 
! 
~ ~ 22.9 
: Retirement Pla:n-2% 
I 
I 
\ \ \ ! 42 7 . ;--!-'--....: • 
~ Othe r Di sbursemen ts-4% 
! 
Tbtal Budget Disbursements 
1955-56 
1954-55 
1953-54 
1952-53 
1951-52 
Ibid., p. 13. 
1,126,000 
1,034,400 
964,600 
897,500 
819,800 
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If more than ten people live in the area to be annexed 
and the annexing city has more than ten.thousand population, 
the "procedure is more complicated. In this instance, the 
statutes require that the City Commission order a special 
election on the issue of annexatibh~ All registered voters 
living in the incorpprated area and in the tract proposed 
for annexation are eligible to vote in this election~ T~b-
t h irds of the combined vote is necessary to enact the change 
in the city bounda ries. 9 An::_1.exa tions by the City of Gaines-
ville through General Act procedures wou l d follow the 
provisions of t he latter statute .l0 
The legislature is interested in providing equitable 
I 
annexation. Through statute they have r equired that a 
special election be held on the issue and that at least one 
polling place must be located VIT i thin the terri tory proposed 
for annexation and at leaat one of the inspectors at every 
polling place must be a resident of the territory so 
annexed. 11 
a /Florida Statutes, l9S5, Chapter 171.05. 
1
°Chapter l?l.Oli, , Florida Statutes, provides that if a 
city had previously had its boundaries changed by Special Act 
that city ~auld n ot be a ble to use the provisions of a simple 
ordinance. Chapter 171.05 excludes from its provisions 
cities located in counties with a 1950 population of 
70,000-80,000. Al a chua County had less than 70,000 popula-
tion in 1950 and therefore the sta tute, providing for 
annexation by 2/3 vote of both the city and the territory 
to be annexed, can apply. 
11Florida Statutes. 1955, Chapter 171.07. 
11 
In the years 1951 and 1952, a nur~er of Florida cities 
managed to make a~~exations of various sizes. Some of these 
territorial expansions are indicated in the f6llowing table. 
I 
~952 
I 
1 
Table 1 
Recent Annexations By Florida Cities12 
Annexing Citv 
Fort LaudePclale 
Chattahoochee 
Ocala 
Orlando 
Crestview 
Delray Beach 
Quincy 
\\1 inter Haven 
Tallahassee 
1llimpa 
Hialeah 
:North lVIiami 
Size of Annexation 
lft square miles 
-?3 square mile 
78 acres 
105 acres 
40 acres 
Less than one · acre 
20 acres 
14 acres 
6~ square miles 
i square ·mile 
1/3 square mile 
78 acres 
ProfeEsor Havard pointed out in this study of Florida 
a~~exations that: 
· Only in 1953 did Florida join the ranks of the 
states which have recently allowed central cities in 
urbanized areas to make large scale annexations_ 
'Ihe City of Tampa annexed 4-5 square miles of nev·J 
territory •.•• Pensacola, a medium sized city, took 
in two adjacent areas in November, 1953 ••.• The 
annexation of additional territory by Starke in 
September, 1953, is illustrative of the fact that 
grQwth problems beset even very small municipali-
ties •••• Of special importance in this annexation 
was the foresight of Starke's citizens in extending 
the city's boundaries sufficiently not only to meet 
current needs, but also to allow for planned growth 
in the future.l3 
12vJ:l.lliam C. Havard, I'iunici nal i1.nnexa ti on in Florida, 
Civic information series, No. 18 (Ga inesville: Public 
Administration Clearing Service, 1954), pp~ 13-14. 
l3Ibid., pp. 14-17. 
12 
In 1956, Gainesville ex tended its t e rritory for the 
fitt s t time sin ce 1907. In tha t year, 158 acre s in the 
northeas t section was annexed. This area contained less 
tha n t e n registered. vote rs a nd upon petition the area was 
a nnexe d by city ordinance.l4 
14
s ta tement by Robert E. Layton, City I"lanager, 
Ga inesville, Florida, July 8, 1957. 
CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERISTICS. OF THE STUDY AREA 
In order to present the most complete report possible 
and prepare recommendations based on this information, all 
of the fringe territory continguous to Gainesville was 
studied. This total territory was divided into five separate 
areas for examination purposes. The overall study area 
contains approximately 21 square miles. The boundaries of 
each of the five areas are -delineated in Map 1. 
The maps, tables, and charts which follow cover in 
brief the more telling of the considerable volume of signi-
ficant material assembled. Additional info~mation is on file 
and may be used in further support of the conclusions 
reached in this report. 
Land. Use and Zoning 
One of the major considerations that face any city as 
it continues to grow is a knowledge of the present uses of 
areas proposed for annexation. A thorough investigation of· 
each area was conducted using two methods--first-hand field 
observation and aerial photographs. Each of the five areas 
was divided into survey sections a nd each section's total 
land . use was determined. In each of the areas, certain , 
geographical factors curtail any further extension of lan~ 
13 
14 
use; typical of this is Payne' s Prairi e in the southeast and 
Biven's Arm in the south. It was necessary to delete proper-
ty presently O\'Jned by the University of Florida and the 
Florida Farm Colony. Table 2 shows the summary by area of 
the land use in the areas studied. The "In Use" column 
signifies that the land is presently being used for resi-
dential, commercial, or industrial purposes. Non-usuable 
land includes roads, streets, railroads, public property, 
lakes, s'Aiamps, rivers, and University property. Available 
land includes the land available for residential, commercial, 
or industrial use ~n the future• 
. -...... ___ ·'-'-----·-·····-·-·------- - - - --- - .. . __ _...:.. __ ··---- --- ---- -·-- - -· 
Table 2 
Land Supply 
I 
-I Area ! In Use 
! iA.cres ! ,_ 
j l 
A 1685 15.291 l B 695 19.131 c 505 il6.29 
D 450 !15. 62 
Nonusuable Total 
Acres· o 
E 106 41 
' I I I ~tal jz44l j 14.2 l 
l27.95j pity ; 895 
I 3295 122.1 
! ~ 17183 10942 t 63.2 ,jlOO.t I 
! i 
1393 ~ 43.5 I 1202 ~ 100. Gl4 l 28.55 
In order to illustrate even further the extent of 
available land in the areas, a zoning map was prepared from 
data compiled from zoning section maps in the County Asses-
sor·• s office. (See f-'"lap II. ) 
Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from this 
study of land use. The most obvious fact is that zoning in 
15 
these areas has been made on a spot basis , and vJi th the 
possible exception of Are&. 11 A 11 , shows practically no overall 
planning. With the exception of a small area on N. W. 23rd 
Boulevard, trJhi ch is zoned "Business B 11 , all of Area "A" is 
Class A zoning. Large tracts of land in the extreme west 
are still zoned for agriculture; aerial photographs and 
personal observation indicate that large segments of the 
area now zoned "Residence A" are still used for agriculture, 
if at all. 1 
Area "B 11 presents a serious zoning and planning problem 
since in this area every type of zoning is to be found • 
. 
Only about o:ne-third of the total area is presently zoned 
"Residence A". Area "B" has large tracts of industrial 
property, including Survey Section 27, ~·Jhich has been set 
aside for indus trial development. Area "B" can truthfully 
be called the industrial center of Gainesville. Many of 
the!'industr·ies can be described as "big business" since Cabot 
Carbon Company, Koppers, Inc., and McCoy Manufacturing 
Company each hire over 100 employees. 
Area "C" can be characterized as the "slum area" of 
Gainesville. l"Iost of the residential property is zoned 
"Residence B" or ''Residence C". ;rhere is a small amount of 
industry in the north along the "~daldo Road, and several 
businesses, but it is primarily substandard residential:, 
1 The amount of residential property and home-ownership 
is further substantiated by the relationship between home-
stead valuations and nonexempt property; see p. 26 below. 
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rental property. Taere is some growth in the extreme east 
as population tends to shift towards Newnan's Lake, The 
southeast part of this area is primarily agricultural, but 
there is not much chance for expansion in this direction 
beca use of the cemetery and Payne's Prairie. 
Area "D", like Area 11 A", is predominately residential. 
The confluence of s. E. Waldo Road, State Road 329, and 
u. s. 441 in this area provides a natural location for 
tourist courts and service stations .andj accordingly, these 
are the major businesses in this area. A new subdivision, 
Idylwild, is in the process of development south of Biven's 
Arm and land is available for further population growth. 
The large number of lakes and highways limit the total 
population expansion in this area although there is some 
tendency for the lakes to attract population. 
Area "E" is zoned in its entirety for agriculture. 
There are very few homes in the area and extremely feltl 
streets. In terms of land available for expansion, it is 
the most valuable area in the study; however, the land is 
quite marshy around Hogtown Creek, and in spite qf its 
I 
availability, there is very little real growth in this area. 
Population is tending to shift to the west and northwest 
rather than southwest. 
Commercial Develonment 
Further i ~mormation on land use was made available as 
a result of the revenue study t-Jhich wa.s made for this report. 
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An actual count of each of the businesses in the overall 
study area was made. Each of these businesses were classi-
fied by type and location. Table 3 represents a summary of 
the commercial development in the various areas by type of 
business. To further clarify the location of this commercial 
development, each of these businesses was plotted on IvJap III. 
I 
- -- ---·- ·- - --·- - -·· -- ----- -· ----··"-'---'-· ·--· ----- --- -·-··- - - -t 
Table 3 . ' . 
Number of Commercial and Industrial Establishments 
by Type an~ Area 
:service Sta-
!tion & Garage 
!Grocery 
!Retail (other 
!than grocery) 
!Hotels, motels 
't . -, l : ral.Ler pa r -: s 
:Restaurants 
iivlanufac t uring 
~ersonal Services 
~ Contractors 
jinsurance and 
~Real Estate 
tB.epair service 
! (other than auto) 
~ars & poolrooms 
:Amusements & clubs 
;vJholesale & ware-
house 
!Landscape nursery 
) 
~ 'Total 
I A; 
! 
l 
1 .,i_. 3 
4 
1 
l 
01 
~ 7 I 
7 ! 
l 
2 ! 
1 
0 
2 
0 
_Q 
29 
.Areas 
B C 
6 1 
5 9 
.3 3 
5 4 
3 4 
8 3 
10 6 
18 14 
3 3 
17 3 
3 3 
5 2 
17 3 
__l __1 
I 
106 } 59 
i 
D E 
4 0 
2 2 
1 0 
8 1 
2 0 
1 0 
3 1 
3 7 
2 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
...]. ' _Q. 
28 13 
Total 
12 
21 
11 
19 
10 
12 
27 
49 
10 
23 
6 
9 
21 
___i 
235 
~ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Roads and Streets 
The extent to which streets are · presently available and 
their condition is important, both from the standpoint of · 
maintenance cost and of potential gro111th. Using observation, 
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aerial photographs, and maps prepared by the county surveyor, 
the total number of miles of streets in each area 1r1as deter-
mined. This information is found in Table 4, 
Table 4 
I'1iles of Streets by Area and Condition 
Ar~& Paved Dirt Total I 42.125 l A 22.75 19caJ75 
I B 17.125 26.00 43.125 
I c 5·675 21.75 27 ii 375 
I D 10.875 6.00 16 .. 875 
I E 2.37'1 3.8?£) 6.25 f 
I 
j.Total 58.750 77.000 135.750 
I 
These figures compare favorably with the statistics on 
streets inside city limits. The city has 46.9 miles of 
paved streets and 70.5 miles of dirt streets. Considering 
t he fact tha t all of dovJntown Gainesville is paved, the 
remaining streets in residential areas are paved in lesser 
proportion than the streets in the annexable area. However, 
a serious drawback exists in the suburban areas. Those 
streets that are improved were paved by subdivis ~ on con-
tractors for the most pa rt and an inferior grade of paving 
was used. This :i.s fur t her complicated by the f a ct that no 
method of street maintenance was provide d in these subdivi-
sions; thus, except for that; small amount of maintenance 
provided by the county, the streets are progressively 
becomi ng worse. Naturally, the longer this continues, the 
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more serious the problem will become. 
Population 
The most important measure of growth of suburban 
Gainesville lies in statistics of populatton growth. Neither 
the time nor the money were available to take a house-by-
house census of the populatiorl, so to alleviate this 
inadequacy a method was devised for calculating the total. 
Several sources of data were ~vailable, including United 
States Census figures, the Churchill Report, the Black 
Report, an Industrial Survey of li. lachua County made in 195.5 
by the Cha mber of Commerce, and an Economic Survey of Greater 
Gainesville made in 1950 by the Bureau of Economic Research 
-· 
at the University of Florida. 
Using all the available statistics in these reports, 
plus informa tion acquired by field studies, the total 
population and its distribution was calculated. ·Table 5 
shows the number of houses and estimat ed population in each 
Area, 
Total 
Area 
A. 
B 
c 
D 
E 
·rable 5 
1957 Population by Area2 
Number of Houses 
.946 
1337 
87.3 
339 
106 
3506 
Pooula.tion 
3689 
5214 
J425 
1323 
--.!U-J. 
14064 
'--------------------------------------------------------~ 
2 'rhe United States Post Office estimates that there are 
3.5 persons per household for the entire country. National 
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Summary 
In summation, we note that all of the areas have land 
available for further growth. Zoning, except perhaps in 
Area 11 A", has been sadly neglected and time can only increase 
the problem of orderly growth. The population is shiftihg 
towards the west and northwest parts of the city with all 
areas absorbing some of the tremendous growth that is taking 
place. Area "A 11 has the greatest potential for growth in 
residential use, with Area ''B" most attractive from the 
standpoint of industrial expansion. Area "C 11 is a virtual 
11 slum" area with inadequate facilities, overcrowded housing, 
and streets in ill repair. Area "D" has some residential 
growth potential, but nothing comparable to Area "A". 
Area 11 E" cannot correctly be considered urban at the present 
time. 
surveys show that people living in suburban areas tend to 
have larger than average families; this is borne out by 
statistics compiled in 1950 by the Churchill Renort. This 
report shov.Jed 2, 333 families in the suburbs with a total 
population of 10,302, or 3.9 persons per family. The house 
count given in the table is based on an a ctual count of the 
houses. Population is calculated at the rate of 3.9 persons 
per house. Area "C" will probably be UJl.derestimated because 
of the general tendency _ of this Area to large families and 
multiple-unit dwellings. 
CHAPTER III 
FINANCIAL FACTS OF ANNEXATION 
Included in this chapter are general surveys of esti-
mated revenue to the City of Gaines~ille as a result of 
annexation, estimated cost to the city as a result of 
annexation, and pertinent financial facts concerning the 
residents of the fringe area~ 
Estimated Revenue As a Result of Annexatidn 
There are four general sources of revenue available to 
the City of Gain~sville: (l) General property tax, (2) Trans-
fer of funds from the utility department (including a 5% 
utility tax), (J) Licenses, permits, fines, and fees, and 
(4) Refunds from the State of cigarette taxes collected in 
Gainesville. Each of these sources were studied minute.ly 
and separately in each of the outlying areas. The following 
represents only a summary of the complete findings of this 
investigation. A more detailed study of the areas by 
individual survey section is on file. 
Ad Valorem ~xes 
There are several aspects of the ad valorem tax 
structure in the Gainesville area which seriously complicate 
the r~venue picture. The first of these is the constitutional 
21 
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prohibition against taxing t he first $5,ooo~oo of property 
used for personal residence by the owr.;.er, ·rhis Homestead 
Exem~tion, as it is popularly called, can be taxed for bond 
retirement purposes provided such a bond issue was authorized 
by the freeholders in an election held for that purpose 
before the passage of the Homeptead Exemption Amendment. ht 
the present time, a levy of 1~ mills is placed on homesteads 
inside the city. Since residents in the areas to be annexed 
did not have this debt prior to the constitutional amendment, 
this li mill tax cannot be levied against them. 
The tax levy on non-exempt real property inside the 
city is 15 mills. Of this amount li mills is pledged to 
debt retirement and 13-¥2 mills goes into the General Revenue 
Fund. The residents outside the city did not participate in 
the election creating this debt a.nd could not be required to 
l . pay the 1-2 m1lls unless an_._v:texa tion takes place by virtue of 
a special act of the Legislature . Therefore it follov-Js that 
only 13i mills can be levied against the property outside 
the city if it were anne_;zed by general s ta tu_te. If an 
increase in the total levy was passed in the future, after 
annexation, this increase would of course apply to both the 
new and the Qld sections of the city. 
A second important problem in the determination of 
potential revenue arises as a result of the difference in 
assessment procedures in the county and the city. Both the 
city assessor and the county assessor are required by law to 
assess at 11 true value." HovJever, true value is a. nebulous 
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standard, to say the least. The county assessor, using 
methods devised by his office and in accordance with 
standards established by the State, by assessor's associa-
tions, and by methods used by other counties in the State, 
has assessed all the property in the county. 
The city assessor, using similarly approved methods, 
assesses only property inside city limits. No two men could 
ever agree on an exact true value of a piece of property. 
The city assessor includes values in his assessment which 
the county assessor believes does not represent true value 
and vice versa. Another factor in the difference in assess-
ment procedures lies in the fact that the county must 
consider its millage limitations, especially on such items 
as public utilities. As a result of these honest differ-
ences, not so much personal as situational, a definite 
difference exists between city and county valuations. 
Generally, cities in Florida assess at a higher ratio to 
market value than do counties; hence, they resist efforts 
to consolidate city and county assessment offices. 
In order to estimate the potential revenue from the 
property tax source, it 't'-Jas necessary to translate county 
valuations of the property outside the city into estimated 
city valuations, This was done by deriving a conversion 
factor. 'Ihis factor was computed from statistics gathered 
from over 100 random samples of property inside the city. 
These properties, s ince they were assessed b:vT both assessors, 
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were the best measure of the difference bettAJeen city and 
county assessments. Interestingly enough, the median, the 
average, and the mode of these samples approximated a 
constant of 1.35. In other words, city valuations are 
approximately 35% higher than county valuations on the same 
property. 
In November and December of 1956, Mr. J. D. Fole~ of 
the City Engineering Department, prepared a property by 
property total of all the county valuations in the area 
under study. His total was given by Survey, Range, Township, 
and Section. These fj_gures, which were sno t-checked for 
accuracy, became the base for .computing t he property tax.l' 
I 
Table 6 shows a summary by a rea of the res'v'l.l t s of this 
analysis. ·.rab le 7 illustrates - the extent of property in the 
outlying:_area which is exempt from taxes. 
A.rea 
I 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
Table 6 
County and Estimated City Assessed Valuation 
and Estimated City Property Tax by Area 
on Non-Exempt Property2 
County Valuation 
$2,711 ,800.00 
2,263,189.00 
603,115.00 
1,091,115.00 
l gl..J, ' 3 9 5 • 0 0 
6,363,614.00 
Tax 
Estimated (lJ~ mills on 
Ci.t'y Valuation City Valuation) 
$3, 660,930.00 
·J,055,305.00 
814,20_5.00 
1,473,005 .00 
262,433.00 
9,265,878.00 
$ 49,423.00 
41,247.00 
10,992.00 
19,886.00 
3,')43.00 
125,091.00 
1Not one single exception was found to the statistics 
compiled by Mr. Foley. 
2 The tax shown in 'Table 6 is an underestimate for the 
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·rable 7 
County and Estimated City Assessed Valuation 
of Homestead Exempt Property by Area3 
Area 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
Total 
County Valuation 
$2,955,800.00 
3,009,650.00 
505,600.00 
624,410.00 
94,990.00 
7,190,450.00 
Estimated 
City Valuation 
$3, 990,.330. 00 
4,063,027.00 
682,560.00 
842,953.00 
128.217.00 
9,707,107.00 
'Ihese t t>Jo Tables bear out observations mentioned 
previously; namely, that Area "C" is primarily low value 
rental property, and Area 11 A11 is primarily high value 
property with much home ownership in the residential areas. 
The agricultural nature of Area "E" is also borne out by 
these figures. 
The City of Gainesville also levies a tax on tangible 
personal property used for commercial and industrial pur-
poses. The county assessment, estimated city assessment, 
following reason: A few of the properties in each of the 
study areas are undoubtedly assessed at a rate between 
~3,800.00-#5,000.oo. These properties would, as a result of 
the difference between the two assessment procedures, be 
ass~ssed by the city at over ~~ 5, 000.00. Tne amount in excess 
of $5,000.00 would then be taxable at the rate of 13~ mills. 
It was impossible, from a time standpoint, to compute this 
figure exactly. Since the total tax on any one piece of 
property in this category would yield less than ~20.00 per 
year, it was decided not to prepare the actual estimates. 
This under-estimation should cover any over-estimate that 
could accrue in any of the other revenue sources. 
3Due to the conditions stated in Footnote 2, the city 
valuation in this Table is an overstatement. 
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and tax from this source is found. in Table 8. This Table 
further substantiates the commercial and industrial nature 
of Area. 11 B 11 • 
Table 8 
Personal Property Assessment and Tax by Area4 
Tax 
County Estimated City (13i mills of Es~. 
~rea Assessment Assessment City Assessment) 
l 
A $ 19,700~00 ~ 28,447.00 $ 384~00 l B 789,450,00 1,139,966.00 1.5,390.00 c 65,250.00 94,221.00 1,272.00 I 
D 116,050.00 167,576.00 2,262.00 
. E 12,l.rOO.OO 17,906.00 242.00 
rotal 1,002,850.00 1, 4LJ-8 , 116. 0 0 19,550.00 
·:rra:nsfe r of Funds from Utili tv Denartment 
In 195 7, the Utility Department transferred ~295,000.00 
into the General B.evenue Fund . In the true sense, this 
repre s ents a profit from the operation of the utility works 
in Gainesvj_lle. Annexation will change the overall utility 
revenue. At the present time, the City Utilities Department 
services 3,287 residential electric consumers, 259 commercial 
4
·Ibe sales tax office in Tallahassee supplied a complete 
file of all businesses in the Greater Gainesville area. 'Ihe 
post office supplied the location of each business which 
carried a rural route address. (This information was put on 
3x5 cards and arranged by area.) 'Tire county tax assessor 
supplied the county assessed valuation s. The county assessor 
estimated that these value s represented approxima.tely 45% 
of the value esti.ma ted by the actual ov-vne rs of . the property 
in question. The city assessor also sends out similar 
requests fer estimates from the owners and considers 65% of 
the owners estimates tc be true value. l>~ consta nt of 1.444 
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electric customers, and 2, 269 ~ !a ter customers outside of 
city limits. All of these customers not only add to the 
total utility revenue but they also presently pay a surcharge 
for the service. The estimated surcha rge loss to the 
Department as a result' of annexation would be $ 55,736.63.5 
It could be argued that this loss of revenue would not 
affect the General Revenue Fund, but there is a direct 
relat ionship between the utility department's financial 
condition and the amount of money that is transferred to the 
General Revenue Fund. 
An additional source of revenue to t he City as a r e sult 
of annexa tion would 'be the collection of a 5% utility tax. 
This t a x, now collected fr om city re s idents, is pledged to 
debt retirement. However, the income from this source in 
the past few yea rs has exceeded debt requirements and a 
surplus has been paid· into the Genera l Revenue Fund. If no 
new revenue bonds were is s u e d, all of the money collected 
from this source could be used for general government 
purposes. The City Commission has the authority to raise 
the levy to 10% if it so desires. Table 9 shows the 
potential income from t h is source. 
was derived from these two figures as a conversion factor for 
city as compared to county values. 
5It was impossible to break dovJn the number of customers 
a nd surcharge loss by area. Tne meter-reader books kept by 
the City Finance Director do not coin cide with the areas as 
set forth in this study. Th.e total customers outside the 
city includes some customers outside the study areas included 
in this report. The total surcharge ~as obtained from City 
Fina nce Director Clarence O' ~eil and is ba sed on the actual 
surcharge collected in fiscal 1956-57. 
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·Jlable 9 
Potential Utility Tax Revenue by Area6 
Number of 
Area Residential Number of Estimated Revenue 
Customers Businesses 5% Utility I 10% Utility 
Tax Thx 
A 946 25 t C 8,25o.OO ffll6 ' 512. 00 
B 1337 110 13,273.00 26,546.00 
c 8 78 59 8,432.00 16,864.00 
D 339 28 I 3,368.00 6,736.00 E 106 __ll I 1,144.00 2,288.00 
Total 3606 235 
I. 
·I! 
34,473.00 68,946.00 
Licenses, Permits, Fines, and Fees 
r able 10 classifies and tabulates the estimated mis -
cellaneous revenue that would be derived from each of the 
fringe areas analyzed. Since these estimates are based on 
an actual count, they are very specific; some of the 
estimates are projected according to standard procedures 
from the selective data available . 
6The number of residential customers and businesses is 
based on actual count. The Finance Director selected over 
100 sample billings from his records for the months of May 
and June, 1957. The average total bill varied considerably 
from area to a rea. The sampling was broad enough to predict 
fairly ac-curately the total amount of revenue that could be 
collected from this source . 
-Table 10 
Miscellaneous Eevenue by Source and Area 
Occupa tional Police Buildin~ Dog Ga rbage 11 Area License? Fines8 Permits License10 Collection Total 
A $ 588.00 ~ 5,570.00 ~~ 2,436.oo ~· '1-P 922.00 $11,352.00 $20,868.00 
B 4,279.00 7,873.00 2,076.00 l,3o4-.oo 16,o44.oo 31,576.00 
c 1,928.00 5,172.00 529.00 856.00 10,536.00 19,021.00 
D 739.00 1,998.00 938.00 331.00 4,068.00 8,074.00 
E 590.00 624_._'00 16'1.00 103.00 1,272.00 2,754.00 
,rotal $8,124.00 $21,237.00 ~p 6, 144.00 $3,516.00 *~4 3 ' 2 72 • 0 0 $82,293.00 
- -~--~---~-
7Using the cards mentioned above for personal property t a x assessments, 
each business was classified by type according to the city ordinance govern-
ing occupational license. County records and the Sta te Sales Tax Office in 
Tallahassee provided excellent descriptions of property, number of coin 
operated machines, etc. The number of gas pumps was noted during actual 
observation in the field. N '!) 
JO 
Cigarette 'Ihxes 
The City receives almost 10% of its total revenue as 
a transfer of funds from the State in cigarette tax refQnds. 
An attempt was made to get an actual count of the number of 
cigarettes sold in each of the study areas. This information 
is held by the wholesalers in this vicinity, and while some 
of these businessmen were quite cooperative, the leading 
cigarette wholesaler in Gainesville refused to divulge this 
information. As a result, it was necessary to estimate the 
amount . The revenue relative to populat ion in Gainesville 
is $).64 per capita. It is a known fact, however, that 
people living in the areas under study tend to buy many of 
their cigarettes inside the city. One -half of this figure, 
or $1 . 82 per capita, was used as a base for estimation. 
Table ll shows the estimate by area . 
8Proportion of the revenue to the population. The 
figure represents $ 1.51 pe r person . This will be a slight 
overstatement since residents of the fringe area presently 
use the city streets and a re therefore subject to fines for 
city offenses. 
9Based on estimates provided by the city building de-
partment . The city now provides for electrical and plumbing 
inspection if city utilities are to be used. There is no 
requirement for a city building permit outside the city. 
l 0Proportion of the revenue to the population . The 
city averages ~ .25 per person from this source . 
11$12.00 a year is collected from each household in the 
city for this s e rvice. Se e discus s ion b e low r e lating to 
increasing this charge. The inhabitants of the fring~ areas 
presently pay $ 24 .0 0 for this s e rvice . 
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fuble ll 
Cigarette 'fux by Area 
-~-==---~-:------= --~- ·~· _..,.. ----=·· "'-'~ - -,_-~----~- , ~-~·~· ~·-= ·-· 
Area 
1-.. 
B 
c 
D 
t. 
Total 
Sewer Charges 
Populat ion 
3,689 
5 , 214 
3 , 425 
1,323 
413 
14,064 
Tax 
$ 6 ,714.00 
9,489.00 
6,234.00 
2 ,408 . 00 
7)2.00 
$25,597.00 
For the purpose of future income, an estimate of 
revenue from the $1.85 per month sewer charge collected by 
the City was also made . It should be noted that there are 
only 160 sewer co~~ections in use in these areas at the 
present time (90 in Area 11 .& 11 and 70 in Area 11 B"), and the 
figures shown in Table 12 represent more of a potential 
rather than an actual revenue . 
Table 12 
Sewer Service Charge P otential Revenue by Area 
Ar ea Number of Houses Total Revenue 
A 946 $21 , 001 . 00 
B l' 337 29 ,681 .00 
c 878 19,492 . 00 
D 339 7,526 . 00 
E 106 2, 3 S3 . oo 
Total 3 , 606 ~80 ,053 .00 
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Table 13 represents a summary by area of all the 
revenue that would be immediately available to the General 
Revenue Fund and for bond retirement with no change in 
policy. 'Ihis does not include the ~80, 053.00 sewer service 
charge pot~ntial. 
Estimated Cost As a Result of Annexation 
The following estimated costs of the various city 
services is based on departmental estimates of additional 
costs as a direct result of annexation. Gainesville is a 
growing city. This growth is reflected in the increasing 
cost of providing services, and whether or not annexation 
takes place, the citizens of Gainesville can expect a rising 
city budget. Every effort v-Ias made to eliminate this con-
stant increase in the cost .of city government from the 
particular costs resulting from annexation . 
Each of .the cost presentations is preceded by a dis-
cussion of the existing situation within the fringe area . 
Special attention should be given to the fact that the people 
in the fringe area are presen,tl_y being provided many o.f these 
services by the city. 
Fire Protection 
The county maintains a truck for the purpose of fighting 
brush fir e s , but with this small exception neither residen-
tial nor commercial property is protected by the qounty. 
The residents of the a reas udner study receive fire 
Table 13 
Summary by Area of Revenue Immedia t ely Availlble 
Areas A B c D E 
Gene r a l Revenue 70,675.00 88,213.00 31,285.00 30,222.00 6,539.00 
Ad Va lorem 49~807.00 56,637.00 12,264.00 22,148.00 3,785.00 
Fines, etc. 20,868.00 31,576.00 19,021.00 8,074.00 2,754.00 
Debt Retirement 14~970.00 22,762.00 14,666.00 5,776.00 1,896~0') 
Utility Tax 8,256.00 13,273.00 8,432.00 3,368.00 1' 144.0) 
Ciga r e tte Iax 6,714.00 9,489.00 6,23'+.00 2,408.00 752.00. 
Total 85,645.00 110,975.00 45,951.00 35,998.00 8,435.00 
Less surcharge loss 
-
Total 
226;934.00 
144~641.00 
82,29J.OC 
60~070.0C 
34;47J.OC 
2t:).t:)q?,OC 
287?0o4.oC 
SS.736.6'"' 
231,267.37 
\....0 
\....0 
I 
protection of a limited nature from the City of Gaine_sville. 
The city has no legal authority to provide services on a 
contractual basis to these suburban areas ; 12 however, the 
Fire Chief has the discretionary power to help fight any 
fire in the fringe areas. This action is ultra vires and 
does not free the city from torts or damages incurred in 
such action.l3 
Present policy consist s of answering calls in the 
fringe areas whenever equipment is not in use in the city. 
At no time does the fire department take equipment from the 
downtown business areas. 14 In effect , this means that an 
individual home in the suburban a rea wi ll most likely not 
have g ood protection, but there is little danger that a fire 
will spread to surro~nding homes . At the p r esent time the 
city does not collect any fee from r esidents who receive 
this service. A few businesses in the past have been 
charged for this service. The policy of the fire department 
has been to send statements of charges to those companies 
which consistently refused to take necessary p r ecauti ons 
against fires. The number of cases is extremely small and 
the city collected only $50.00 from this source in fiscal 
1955-56. This policy has never been applied to small 
businesses at all . There is no l egal way that a business 
12Interview with City Attor ney . 
l3Ibid. 
14rntervi ew with Fire Chief Richardson . 
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could be forced to pay an amount charged by this method.l5 
'fuble 14 illustrates the extent of this service n ott.J 
being p rovided at no cost to the fringe a r ea . In addition 
to this, the fringe areas receive a lowe r insurance rate as 
a result of this service. 
Table 14 
Number, of Fire Alarms by Location1 6 
Number Inside Outside Pe r Cent 
Fiscal Year of Al a rms City City Outside 
1950-51 246 186 60 24 . 4% 
1951-52 212 166 46 21 .7% 
1952-53 279 209 70 25 .1% 
1953-54 281 209 72 25 .. 6% 
1954-55 326 227 99 30.4% 
1955-56 351 245 106 30.3% 
One of the reasons for this increase in fire call s 
outside the city is the g rovJth in p opulation in th~ fringe 
areas. Another important contributing factor t o this increase 
is the lack of a fire prevention program in these areas . 
Residents of the city a re prohibited from building open 
fires without permission from the Fire Department ~ No such 
restriction is placed on residents of the fringe area . The 
city has a fire preventi on bureau whi ch peri odically inspects 
buildings in residentia l and commercial areas .within the 
city . Ne ither the authority nor the manpowe r exists to 
l5Ibid. 
l6Report to City Manage r from Fire Chief Richardson. 
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provide these services to the fringe areas . l7 
From this over al l survey of the fir e prote ction problem , 
it should be evident tha t the City is now paying for limi ted 
protection in the f r inge areas . In a.na.l yzing costs fo r 
annexation it must be remembered that ~f present p ol i cy c on -
tinues , the City wi l l have to continue to pay these c osts a t 
a c onsta ntly increasing r ate whether or n o t annexation takes 
p lace . 
~able 15 shov.J s the additional cost for providing fire 
p rotecti on to the f r ing e areas on a n equal ba sis with that 
provide d inside the city . 'Ih ese figures are based on the 
assumption tha t five n ew fire sta tions will be bui l t outs i de 
the city limi ts in the event of a nnexa tion . 
Ta ble 15 
Fire Costs if No Additiona l St a t i ons Ar e 
Built Insi d e the Cityl8 
Initial Ca:gital Cost Current Annual Cost 
Ar ea Cap i t a l Main-
Outla y Hydrants To t a l tena.nc e Salaries Total 
A ~58 , 750 .. $10 , 850 . $ 69 , 6 00 . ~ 3 , 500 . $31 , 000 . ~~ 34 , 500 . 
B 58 , 750 .. 9 , 900 . 68 , 650 . 3 , 500 . 31 , 000 . 34 , 500 . 
c 58 , 750 . 13 , 350 . 72 , 100 . 3 , 500 . 31 , 000 . 34 , 500 . 
D 58 , 750 . 6 , 4oo . 65 , 150 . 3 , 500 . 31 , 000 . 34 , 500 . 
E 58 1750 . 7 ' 3 50 . 66 , 1 0 0 . 1 , 500 . 3 1 1000 . 34 , 50 0 . 
Total 293 ' 750 . 47 , 850 . 341 , 6 00 . 17 , 500 . 155 , 000 . 1 72 , 500 . 
l7Inte rvi ew with Ca p t a i n Nich ol s ori , Cap t a in of the Fire 
Pr e v ention Bureau , City of Ga i n e s v i lle , Augu s t 1 , 1957 . 
l8Fire De pa rtment est i ma t e s . 
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The National Board of Fire Underwriters has recom-
mended that three of the five fire stations proposed above 
be built inside the city r egardless of a~~exation. It can 
be contended that annexati on should not be charged with 
these additional fire stations . If annexati on does t ake 
p l ace , the fire stations must be built if the city is t o 
retain its Class 4 insurance rating. ·fub l e 16 shows the 
costs of provi d ing fir e service to the fringe area s which 
are dtrectly attributable to annexa tion. 
Area 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
Ibta l 
Table 16 
Additiona l Costs of Fire Protection Directly 
Attributable to h nnexationl9 
Initia.l Ce.pi t a.l Cost Current Annual 
Capi t a l i Nain-
Outlay ' Hydrant~ ·rotal tenance • Sal a ri es i 
l 
! 
- I ~:·1 Ito o j ~ 23 , 4o o . ; ~ 10 , 850 . · ~34 , 250 . ~ l2,400 . i i <if ' . • i 
23 ' 400 . ; 9 ,900 . : 3 3,300 . l ' 400 . ! l2 , 4oo . ; 
23 , 400 . 1 13 , 350 . ' 36 , 750 . 
I 
l , 4oo . ; l 2 , 4oo . ; I 
23 , 4oo . ! 6 , 4oo . : 29 , 8 0 0 . ! l , 4oo . : 12,Lj- oo . ~ I 
23 ~ 4oo . ! 'Z ~ J50 . l '30 ~ 250 . l l ~ 400 1 i 12 ~ 400 !I i 
1 i I ; 
117, 000 . ! 47 , 850 . i 1 64 , 850 . : 7 , 000 . : L. ; o2 , 000 . . 
Cost 
'rota l . 
~13 800 ' 
' ~ 13 , 800 .. 
13 , 800 . 
13 , 800.; 
ll~ 8oo . _ 
69 , 000 . , 
19 The cost of tt,J o addit iona l fire stations T;'Jas divided 
evenl y between the five areas . It should be noted that if 
any t wo of the five areas are annexed , the t o tal cost would 
be approximate l y the same as the total above . TI1e t wo 
stat ions v.Ji ll have to be built if the city is to k eep its 
insurance r ating ; locat ion would be dete rmined by the areas 
annexed . Interview with Fire Chief Richardson . 
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Street Lig-hts 
~xcept for some lights on major highways , the fringe 
a rea has no street lighting at the present time . Street 
lighting can be considered both as an annual maintenance 
and a capital outlay problem. Table 17 represents an 
es timate of the cost by a rea of a minimum street lighting 
program. Capital outlay and maintenance costs will increase 
as more lights are provided in the future~ 
Table 17 
Capital Outlay a nd Annua l Cost of Energy 
for Stree t Lights20 
Number of 
Ar ea Lights Needed Ca pital Outlay Annua l Cost 
A 80 $8, ooo·. oo $ 2 280 00 
' . B 90 9~000.00 2,565.00 
c 65 6,500 .. 00 1,852.00 
D 34 3 , 4oo .oo 969.00 
E _5_ 500.00 142.00 
·rota l ! 274 27,400.00 7,809.00 
: 
Public Utilities 
Alachu0 County, as such, provide s no electric , gas, 
wa ter, or s~wer service s. In 1956, the Alachua Sanitary 
Sewage District was authorized b y state l aw . At the 
present time, the County Health Officer ha s r e commended that 
a sewage program as r e commend e d by Bl eck and Ass ocia tes, 
20Es tima t es prepar ed b y the Depa rtment of Publ ic Utili -
ti es . ~100 . 00 p e r insta lla tion a nd ~: · 28 .5 0 for annual main-
t enance was used for base figures. Minimum lights was based 
on one .stree t light for each ma jor inte rs e ction. 
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Engineers, be established. 21 Tnis ad hoc district will 
provide sewer services in the fringe areas rega rdless of 
annexetion. The project is to be esteblished on a self-
paying basis amortized over severa l years. Since this 
program is in process of development no additional cost 
can be ascribed either to the city or the fringe area 
residents as a r esult of annexation. 
The Department of Public Utilities services most of the 
customers in the fringe areas at the present time. In terms 
of cost, the Director of Public Utilities estimates that, 
except for the loss of surcharges, the potential revenue from 
customers will eventually cover any additional costs for the 
service. The major exception to this is in Area "D" which 
now has no water service in its southern part. The cost of 
installing a 12-inch main to service the few customers there 
would require a capital outlay of $32,960.00. The potential 
revenue will not cover this cost.22 
Police Protection 
The Sheriff of Alachua County has jurisdiction of the 
fringe areas in the matter of police protection. The 
Sheriff's office has eight patrol cars for the entire county 
and thus is limited in its ability to provide adequate police 
21see Black and Associates, Report, for a complete 
discussion of the problems and costs of this program. 
22Interview with John R. Kelly, Director of Public 
Utilities. For further discussion of the problems in-
volved, see supra, p. 27. 
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protection in the fringe area. In addition to his policing 
activities, the Sheriff performs many other functions in the 
county including the following powers and duties: 
1. He executes all processes of the Supreme Court, 
Circuit Court, County Judge's Court, and Board of County 
Commissioners in the county; 
2. He executes such other writs, processes, warrants, 
and other papers as he may be directed to execute in this 
county; 
3. He attends all terms of Circuit Court, and County 
Judge's Court held in this county; 
4. He attends all meetings and executes all orders of 
the Board of County Commissioners; 
5. He is custodian of prisoners and keeper of the jail 
under supervision of the Board of County Commissioners; 
6. He is charged with the advertising and posting of 
notices of elections and with the delivery of the ballot, 
and the posting of a deputy at each polling place; 
7. He is ex-officio timber agent of the county; 
B. He is custodian of the courthouse under supervision 
of the Board of County Commissioners; 
9. He performs such other duties as may be prescribed 
by law.23 
In addition to all of these duties, the Sheriff must 
patrol the stadium of the University of Florida during 
football games and help keep the peace at the Sun Land 
Training Center (Florida Farm Colony). 24 
With 44 full-time and 5 part-time employees which 
includes only 12 uniformed county patrolmen, it is quite 
obvious that the Sheriff has definite limitations on his 
ability to provide adequate police protection in the urban 
fringe areas. The cost of providing adequate police protec-
-· 
tion in the event of annexation is delineated in 1able 18. 
23John Lamar Merk, The Government of Alachua County, 
unpublished thesis, University of Florida, 1957. 
24Ibid. 
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'fuble 18 
Cost of Police Protection by Area25 
Current Annual Cost 
Area Payroll ~~intenancel Total 
t 
-r 
$ 52,500.00 $ 9,500.00 ;$ 62,000.00 
19,334.00 3,500.00 22,834~00 
A 8,925.00 
B 2,975.00 
15,359.00 
i 
3,350.00 18,709.00 
15,563.00 3,450.00 19,013.00 
15,56).00 
' 
],45o.oo 12,01].00 
118,319.00 l 23,250.00 141,569.00 
l 
c 2,975.00 
D 2,975.00 
E 2,275.00 
I 
Total 20,825.00 
I 
Street Department 
Alachua County has two road graders for street main-
tenance use in the county. Thus, except for main highways 
which are maintained ~Y the State Road Department, little or 
no street maintenance is available in the fringe areas. 
This situation will be relieved in the near future to a 
certain extent since the county road debt has recently been 
paid in full, and the county will have approximately 
$5oo,ooo:oo more road money per year. This is almost twice 
25Estimates by William D. Joiner, Chief of Police; 
these estimates are based on the assumption that Area "A 11 
be annexed first. If Area "A" were not annexed, then Area 
"B 1 s" cost would be approximately that given for Area "A", 
etc. If any one area were not annexed, regardless of the 
area involved, only the smallest of the figures above could 
be subtracted. This is due to the fact that initial cost 
would be quite high, but additional areas could be handled 
by rezoning of police districts. Statement by Police Chief 
Joiner. 
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the amount the county had for this purpose last year. The 
ratio of paved streets to dirt streets as stated above com-
pares favorably with the city, but a tremendous paving 
program would be necessary to provide streets on a par with 
city streets. 
The estimates of cost provided in T,ables 19, 20, and 
21 below take into consideration both short-term maintenance 
and long-range improvement programs. The cost of paving 
would have to be by special assessment and it is doubtful 
whether the major bond issue that would be required for such 
improvements could be floated with present financial con-
ditions. This is especially true at the present high rates 
of intere st. The residents of the annexed areas should be 
cognizant of the fact that they will have to wait for major 
capital improvements unless major changes are made in the 
overall tax structures. 
The city has recently initiated a dust control program 
which is relatively low in cost. This program could be 
extended immediately if funds were made available for this 
purpose. 
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'Jlable 19 
Street Mileage and Maintenance Costs26 
Area l~ Existing I l"liles 
I; 
A ~ - 22.75 
B I; 16.00 
c I; 5.625 
D i' 10.875 
; E 'l 2. 3 75 i Total ~ 57-.625 
Pavement 
Cost 
~ 8,190 . 
5,760. 
2,025. 
3,915. 
855 .. 
20,745. 
Existing 
Dirt Streets Total 
1 Miles Cost ~ Miles Cost 
I! -
$ 29,722. ;; 42.125 l$37,912. ; I 19~375 i I l: 21.00 
L 21.75 
2 7 ' 54 0 • ~ ~ 3 7 • 0 0 ~ 3 3 ' 3 0 0 • ! 
2 2, 612 • i' 2 7 e J 7 5 j 24, 6 3 7 •1' 
ll, 2 72. ~ - 16.8 7 5 i 15' 18 7. 
,, /' . 6 
4 ' 7 7 0 • i; 0 • 2 5 : 5 , 2 5 • j 
95,916. ~ 29 .625 p6,661~: 
\ 6 .00 ; 
,, 3. 8 75 
·! 
72 .00 
This maintenance cost would be reduced as streets are 
paved . The average cost of maintaining streets today is 
$ 900.00 a mile. A paved street costs about ~360.00 a mile 
to maintain . Thus a considerable savings is possible , and 
paving tends to pay for itself in the long run. 
Area 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
' 
·rotal i 
Table 20 
Paving Estimates27 
Miles of Paving 
Dirt Streets Cost 
19.375 ~ 871 , 875 . 00 
21.00 945,000.00 
21 .75 978,750.00 
6 .00 270,000.00 
3.825 124,325.00 
72.00 3,24o,ooo.oo 
Maintenance Cost 
a fter Paving 
$ 6 ,975.00 
7,560. 00 
7::830.00 
2 ~160.0 0 
1,395.00 
25,920 .00 
26
cost estimates p repared by Charles F, Ang el, City 
Engineer. 
2 7Ibid . Paving co s ts are ba sed on $45,000 .00 p er mile~ 
'Jlhis paving would not include related facilities such as 
storm sewers and sanitary sewers, but would be "mixed in 
p lace" paving with curbs and gutters . Maintenance costs are 
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It should be remembered that this $3,240,000sOO is 
based on the assumption that all streets would be paved. 
Since all the streets inside the p~esent city limits are 
not paved, it is unrealistic to predict that complete paving 
would begin immediately~ The city) under the present system, 
pays approximately one-third of the total paving cost, the 
abutting property owners each one-thirdo Some discussion 
has taken place, by city officials, of the possibility of 
allowing individual homeowners to pay the complete cost if 
they desire immediate paving but this is completely un-
official as of the present time~ The fringe residents 
would, of course, be allowed to participate in this 
-· 
political decision if they are annexeds 
Table 21 
Summary of Maintenance Cost of Existing Streets28 
Dust Engineering ~A-=r..;;e;.;a~ __ c .... o-.on tro 1....__--=-=M?-int enan~c..;:::e;....1._! __ ....:c qs t ~otal 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
I l 
1$ 9,687 .. 00 
1
. $ 37,912.,oo 1 $ 3~790e00 
3 .. 300.00 
2~460.00 
1., 520.0 00 
I $ 51,389.0~ 
i 10;500.00 I 33,300 , 00 I 
: 1o,875.oo 24,637.oo I' 
1
: 3,000.00 15,187o00 t 
I _1.,.938.00 I '2,62'2.00 I 
Total J 36,000? 00 i 116,661 ~ 00 I 
. S6o,.oo 
ll,630n00 
47, lOO.OOt 
37,97280~ 
19,707.0 
~.123_ .. 00 
164:: 291-~ ool 
l 
based on past costs of $360.00 per mile per year~ Paving 
costs could be reduced to $29~000000 per mile if gutters and 
curbs were not provided, but the upkeep necessary on the 
ditches would be prohibitive. Statement of c. F& Angelo 
28 This presupposes that dust control will be made avail-
able immediately, and does not include any paving costs~ 
Engineering cost is based on 10% of total_. street maintenance 
costse Estimates prepared by C& F~ Angel~ 
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It should be emphasized at this point that these 
estimates are for minimum services. There is no guarantee 
that rising prices will not seriously increase these esti-
mates. Every effort was made to achieve a minimum amount 
in each instanceo The city is not providing dust control 
in all areas of the city at the present time~ The program 
is being expanded rapidly and by next spring the Department 
of Public Works will be in a position to expand the program 
in these areas should they be annexed~29 
Garbage and Refuse Collection and Disposal 
At the present time, several independent companies are 
providing a refuse and garbage collection in the fringe area 
with a $2e00 per month charge per customero For this fee 
two pickups a week are provided~ In the city, $1~00 per 
month is charged fo~ three pickups a weeko The cost of 
providing this service inside the city exceeds the revenue 
from this sourceo It has been recommended by the City 
Manager that the service fee inside the city be raised to 
cover the cost of providing this service~ Table 22 provides 
an estimate of the cost of providing two pickups per week 
in the fringe area in the event of annexation~ If three 
pickups per week are provided, an additional cost of 1/3 of 
the total amount should be addedo It should be noted that 
the estimated cost of providing even two pickups per week 
.. 
is greater than the potential revenue from this source~ It 
29Interview with C~ Fo Angel, City Engineer~ 
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seems quite logical that, from a financial viewpoint, the 
rate should be increased to $1.25 per month in the fringe 
arease This could be based on a zoning program, since the 
greater the distance the higher the cost of the service. 
Table 22 
Refuse Collection and Disposal Cost Estimate by Area30 
No. of Weekly Tons pe~ Cost~ Estimated 
Area Services i Pickups Year per To Cost f 
' 
A 946 1,892 23.52 1,157 rl6.oo $18,512. 
B 1,337 2,674 23.52 1,635 16.00 26,160. 
c 878 1,756 23.52 1,074 116.00 17,184. 
D 339 678 23.52 414 16.00 6,624. 
E 106 212 23.52 1]0 ~ 16100 2~080. 
Total! 3, 606 4,410 
I 70,560. 7,212 23.52 116.00 I 
I 
I 
Street Signs 
The city presently s pends approxima tely $5,000.00 per 
year for a street sign program. Approximately ten signs per 
week are made from reinforced concrete. If annexation 
occurs, the program would most likely be continued at the 
same rate with the annexed areas receiving a fair proportion 
of the signs as they are made. There is no pressing neces-
sity to add to this program since the present policy and 
budget can handle any additional needs in this aspect. If 
the budget is increased, the speed of completion could, of 
3°Estimates prepared by c. F. Angel, City Engineer. 
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course; be increased.31 
Mosquito Control 
The Alachua County Health Unit presently provides 
mosquito control in the fringe area as li'Jell as in the city 
itself. The city pays ~5,000.00 per year to the County 
Health Unit for this ·service. Several of the fring.e areas 
are also contributing to the Alachua Health Unit for this 
service. The Health Unit estimates that an additional 
$12,000.00 per year would be adequate to cover the expense 
of the program in the fringe area. The city has no legal 
obligation to pay this amount, but certaiEly some additional 
cost could be expected.J2 
Parks Deno..rtment 
'Ihe fringe areas have no public parks. The Parks 
Department keeps the city clean, maintains the grounds of 
the airport and ballparks, maintains public buildings, and 
provides a tree-trimming and removing program. Estimates 
for the cost of providing these services to the fringe area 
would vary considerably depending upon the extent of the 
service performed. The total Parks budget could be doubled 
and spent easily in these areas if complete service is pro-
vided. Since no additional public buildings, parks, or 
airports are being added, a rough estimate of ~10,000.00, 
3lrnterview v-Ii th c_. F. Angel, City Engineer. 
3 2LettGr from Mr. Pafford, County Health Unit Engineer~ 
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or ~2,000.00 per area, was established for the first year. 
In addition, a capital outlay of approximately ~lo,ooo.oo 
would be needed for the purchase of extra equipment. 
Citv Librarv 
Residents of the fringe area presently have borrowing 
privileges at the public library. 'Th.e library is housed in 
a nev-1 building, and annexation, per se, should not add arty 
additional costs for this service. · In fiscal 1956-57 there 
were 4,834 borrowers at the library, of which 1,704 or 
approximately one-fourth, were non-residents. In the light 
of this fact, the city commission recently authorized the 
library to charge ~2.00 per year to non-residents for the 
privilege of using the library. Since this has just gone 
into effect, no revenue loss can be considered as a result 
of annexation. The perso:rmel at the University of Florida 
tend to use the library at the University and this relieves 
the city library of much labor. 
Building Insnection 
TI1e city presently requires plumbing and electrical 
inspection in the fringe areas if city utilities f;ire used. 
The building department estimates that it would be able 
to handle the annexed area with the addition of t~o more 
people in its office at an approximate cost of $6,500.00 
annually. 
City Garaae 
Increasing the total number of city vehicles as a 
result of annexation will easily double the present budget 
of ~? 21,000.00 for operation of the city garage. In the 
near future, additions to the present physical plant will 
also be required. The actual cost of such addition would 
depend upon the extent of annexation.33 
Plan Board 
The Plan Board has recently hired a professional 
planning consultant. If the area proposed were to be 
annexed the problems of tr_is consultant vJould easily be 
tripled. This vJould create an initial cost of at least 
$7,500.00 for additional consulting service and an annual 
cost of at least 05,000.00 per year. 
Cemetery Department · 
Residents of the fringe area are presently provided 
with the same service as city residents at no additional 
surcharge. Table 23 illustrates the extent of this service 
provided by the city. 
Number of Burials 
Number of Lots Sold 
Perpetual Care 
73 
20 
6 
22 
10 
1 
33rnterview with c. F. Angel, City Engineer. 
34rnterview with R. ~. Layton, City Manager. 
Total 
95 
30 
7 
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It should be noted that the city loses money on burials 
and lots and its modest income comes from perpetual care. 
·rae Table illustrates that non-residents are getting much 
service but are actually paying very little. The city 
received only ~J, 889.00 in 1956-57 and the total budget f ·or 
the cemetery was ~35,200.00. Annexation will not alter the 
cost, but it is quite evident from the above that, should 
annexation fail of passage; non-residents should be required 
to pay a greater proportion of the cemetery costs4 
Administration 
The City Manager estimated that no additional cost 
would arise in the executive department as a direct result 
of annexation, HOTHever, if population increases at a 
constant rate the addition of at least two more people 
will become even more necessary as a result of annexation. 
A $5,000.00 per year increase in Administration budget can 
be expected if all areas are annexed. 
Finance Denartment 
If annexation occurs, it would be necessary to have a 
complete assessment program in the fringe areas. This would 
create a considerable -initial cost for a11..nexation, but would 
not have to be repeated. In addition to this, the Director 
of Finance estimates that an additional employee would be 
required on a permanent basis to act as a field agent in 
the fringe areas and an additional employee \1-Jould be needed 
in the Accounting Department. The estimate of total costs 
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involved is found in Table 24. 
l 
I Area 
I A I 
I B 
I c 
D 
B 
·rotal 
Table 24 
Finance Department Estimated Costs35 
Initial Cost 
$ 4,ooo.oo 
5,5oo.oo 
3,500.00 
1,.5oo.oo 
5oo.oo 
15,000.00 
Annual Cost 
$ 2,200.00 
2,200.00 
2,200.00 
2,200.00 
2,200.00 
lljOOO.OO 
Surnmarv 
Tables 25 and 26 which follow present a summary of all 
costs created as a result of annexation. These Tables 
illustrate quite effectively the problems created by a city 
which constantly postpones annexation. 'rhese costs are 
extremely high for several reasons. The first of these is 
the extent of the area studied. As stated previously, large 
areas were studied in order to achieve the maximum amount 
of knowledge. All of the revenue and cost figures were 
computed by survey section thus making possible any reduction 
in overall size tha.t was necessary (see Chapter IV below). 
The second reason that costs are so high is based on 
the fact that these areas have been developed for a number 
of years without a means for ~aintenance. The result has 
35Estimates prepared by Clarence O'Neil, Director of 
Finance. 
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been a constant deterioration of the areas. This is true 
especially in terms of streets and sev!ers. If annexation 
had occurred ten years ago many of the streets would have 
been paved, some police and fire protection would be in use, 
and the overall tax base could have been used for constant 
improvements. If the city waits another ten years the 
area s will deteriorate even further. There will be a 
constant ·increase in cost. Some of the streets can be saved 
if annexation takes place now; it is doubtful that the neN 
subdivisions such as Golf Club Manor can provide adequate 
street maintenance. The result would be a prohibitive cost 
of annexation in a few years• It can not be stated too 
strongly that the longer the city waits, the more the cost 
of annexat:i.on will be• 
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Table 25 
Summary of Annual Cost by Areas 
I I I ~ !' Service 1 Area A Area B Area C Area D I Area E Total 
. 1 i ,cl_· , .. .
1
, cL· ~ . . 
tFire . .l4PlJ,800. j ~13,800. ~13,800. <t;i1J,800. ~~ 13,800. 4P 69,000.1 
1St. LlghtS! 2,280.1 2,565. 1,852. 969. 142. 7,8os ": 
;Police 162,000.1 22,8Jl.!-. 18,709. 19,013. 19,013. 141,569 uj 
!Streets . 51,389. 47,100. 37,972. 19,707. 1 8,123. 164,291 ~ ~ 
:Refuse I 18,512. 26,160. 17,184. 6,624. 2,080 •. 70,56o.., ; 
II'·1osquito 1 2,LJ-oo. 2,4oo. 2,4oo. 2,4oo. 2,4oo. 12,000cl 
/Parks I 2 , 0 0 0 • 2 , o 0 0. 2 , 0 o 0 • 2 , 0 0 0 • 2 , 0 0 0. 10 , 0 0 0 .Q I 
ilnspection 1,300JII 1,300. 1,300. 1,300.
1
._ 1~300. 6,50o_.
1
i 
iGa a e I 4 ,... 00 I 4 ?QQ L' 200 4 200 4 200 21 000 I r .g ! '.c:_ • • ' - • t· ' • ' • i . , • ' .. i IP1a~ ~oardl 1,ooo.1 1,?oo . 1,ooo. 1,ooo .. f 1,ooo. 5,ooo .• j 
~Admlnls. ~ 1,ooo.1 1,ooo. 1,ooo. 1,ooo, 1,ooo. 5,ooo .. 1 
:Finance 1 2 7 200 ·.; 2,200 . 2,200. 2;2GO.j 2 7 200,, 11 7 000.1 
l I t 103,617. 7.'L ,· 0 ]. ~ ·J' 57' 258. 5?J' 728 .·l, jTo ta 1 s 
1
16 2 , 0 81 -. J 12 6 , 55 9 • · -r ~ .; ... 
; - ! 
.. rab1e 26 I I 
I 
Summary of Capital Outlay by Area I (excluding sewers) 
Service Area Al Area B _ I Area c Area D 11.rea E Total 
Fire 23, ~lro~l 23,400, 2),4-00.~ 23 ,4oo . .. 23,400e ' 117,000 .9 ~ 
St, Lts,. 8, 000. 9,00Q. 6' 500 • . 3,4oo. 500. .2?-,400!) 1 
Wa t e r36j ------· ------- ------ 32,960. ------- 32,960 . j 
Police i 8~925~ . 2,975. 2,975. 2,975. 2,975. 20~825. 1 
Engin.3.72o ,ooo 1!' •• 2o;ooo.
1 
20,000, 20,000. 20~000o 100,000., 
Parks 2~000. 2,ooo. 2,000, 2,000. 2,000. :to,ooo.l Plan Bdj. 1~500. 1,500. 1,500~ 1,500, 1,500, \ 7,500. 
Financel-4.100. s,soo,l 1,500, ·1,S~ l)OO. 1'5,]00._1 
I 
Total ! 68.12S. 64~l7S~ Sg.87S. 87.71S. S0.87S. 310 • 98S , 
Streets '8?1~825. o4S_~ 000 e_ 928,2SO~ 270 000. 1'24_ .. 1_75_. ),240 ~ 000 ! , 
Total 1940. ooo. 1,009,375. 1,038,625. 357,735. 225,250. 3,570' 985 c 
I I 
36The other areas would also have capital outlay, but· 
the amount can be covered by the increa se in customers. The 
amount in Area "D" is too great for this system to be used, 
a.nd consequently 'ttJOuld require city revenues. Statement of 
John R. Kelly. 
37'Ihe capital outlay of $100,000. for ehgineering is 
CHAPTER IV 
AREAS OF PRIMARY INTEREST 
As stated earlier in the first part of this report, a 
large area was chosen for . study. 'The results of the study 
have been presented above. This study proves beyond 
reasonable doubt that annexation of all of the area studied 
is economically unfeasible at the present•· A quick glance 
at Tables 13 and 25 shows that the total revenue for all 
areas would approximate ~231,265.00, but the total cost 
would be $523,728.00 plus approximately 3~ million capital 
outlay. Research also presented the fact that some of the 
area, notably Area "E11 and parts of Area "C", can not be 
considered urban at the present time or in the foreseeable 
future. The problems of metropolitan Gainesville would be 
increased rather than solved if the city were to annex areas 
which it could not support. Therefore, the next procedure 
in this report is concerned with the selection of areas 
which can conceivably be annexed. 
based on estimates of needed equipment such as garbage 
trucks, ·road graders, etc., to provide the necessary 
services by the Department of Public Works. The device 
of dividing the amounts equally among the areas is quite 
artificial, but since the equipment would be used in all 
areas it was ~he only feasible device for distributing the 
cost_. 'Ihe estimate was prepared by C. F. Angel, City 
Engineer. 
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l\1ap IV illustrates the areas which were chosen. 'llie 
material which follows is an attempt to prove the validity 
of this choice. 
Area "E" has been dropped entirely from further con-
siieration. The Area is primarily agricultural. It has 
3,090 acres but only 413 population. It has only 6~ miles 
of roads, with no subdivision development at alle Area "E11 
could produce only a bout ~s,ooo.oo a year in revenue, but 
due to t he size of the area and its condition, it Nould 
cost over $56,o-oo.oo a yes.r to ma inta in and at least 
~225,000.00 of capi t al improvement to provide service equal 
to that of the city. · ~1ese rea sons seem s ufficient grounds 
for v..r i t hdravJal of t l1i s Area from further consideration. 
Area "A" has b e on reduced in size to include the 
developed land t'J i th some allowance for future expansion. 
The v.:ester n portion of Area 11 A" is not developed and is 
still primarily farm land. The major subdivisions have been 
included since they have greater need for city services. 
The area deleted contains two and one-half s qua re miles 
but less than t 1tJ O hundred people. The distances necessary 
to be traveled by police, fir e , and public ~t:orks vehicles 
have been reduced drastically by this selection. 
The northwe stern two square miles of Area "B" have been 
deleted for the same reason s as that used for selection of 
primary Area 11 1~ 11 • That pa rt of Area "B" known as Ridgewview 
has been deleted primarily for economic r easons. This ar~a 
has never been developed properly, ha s poor streets, and 
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contains mostly sub-standard housing. This area needs city 
services, but the distance from the city malces city mainten-
ance co s ts p:'"'ohibitive . Nearly all of the ea stern portion 
of Area 11 B11 is industrial in nature. The addition of this 
industrial and commercial segment of suburban Gainesville to 
the t~x base will improve the overall tax structureo Primary 
Area 11 B 11 contains enough usable land for any development 
necessary in the foreseeable future. 
Ar ea "C" has been reduced to just that portion known 
as East Gainesville . There seems to be n o real growth in 
the directioY.l of the southeastern portion of the city. 
The area deleted contains thre e square miles but only 
600 population. 
Area IIDII has a lso been reduced. in size. The city 
cannot afford to service the southern portion of this area 
at the present time. T..r'le area deleted contains about t vvo 
square miles but only about 400 population. The major 
economic consideration in deleting the southern portion 
of this area is the cost of providing city w~ter for fire 
protect:. on. 
The reduction ir... size of the Areas as delineated above 
results in a decrease in both the cost of a~~exation and 
anticipa t ed. revenues; hov.rever, the decrease in cost is much 
greater than the decrease in revenue. Using data gathered 
for the original areas a series of composite tables of the 
facts. of these areas were prepared, and follow on the 
succeeding pages. 
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These 'Th.bles are the most pertinent part of the whole 
report, and they should be studied carefully. Several notes 
of explanation are in order on these Tables. It should be 
noted, first of all, that the man-land ratio is quite high 
in the primary areas. Secondly, the cost of annexation in 
terms of revenue potential is greatly improved over that 
~chieved in the overall study area. 
fhe cost of providing services in .A.rea "A" is noticeably 
larger than in Area "B". Part of this difference is ex-
plained in Table 18, su1?ra p. 41, 1tJhich shows that grea "A" 
is charged with most of the original cost of police pro-
tection, 
It is believed. that the primar~r areas selected will 
provide enough usab le land for all fores eeable population 
expansione 
'fuble 23 ~'I 
Summary of Facts on Areas Jf Primary Interest 
1c1ass I Area A I Area B I Area C f Area D lh.tal 
Economic Base 
No. of Houses 723 2,940 
Population 2,820 11,468 
No. of Businesses 55 173 
Homes tead Assess. 562,805. 8,209,9459 
No -exem t Assess 6 4 828. 1 8 9 6. 
Street Mileage 
Dirt Streets 18 .• 00 1.62) 47. 
Paved Streets 15.875 7.875 42. 
Total Stree ts 8 0 89, 
Ca:Qita.l Outla:y: 
Street Paving 483,750. 810,000 .. 748,125. 73,125. 2,115,000e 
Othe r 22,925. 24 I 22 51 2Q ~ 22 5. 64 '22 2! 282 ~ 120. 
Fire Protect. 29,250. 29,250 .. 29,250. 29,250. 117,000. 
St. Lights 7,000. s,ooo. 6,500. 3~000. 24~500. 
Police 8,925. 2,975. 2,975. 2,975. 17,850. 
Engineer 25,000. 25,000. 25,000. 25,000. 100,000~ 
Parks 2,000. 2,000. 2,000. 2,ooo. 8,ooo. 
Plan Board 1,500. 1,500. 1,500. 1,500. 6~000~ 
Finance 4,300. 5,500. 3~500. · sao. 13,800. 
Total 77,975. 74,225. 70,725, 64,225. 287,150. 
I 
l.....n 
(X) 
Class 
Annual Cost 
Maintenance 
Debt Serv1ce 
Revenue Change 
Total Revenue 
Surcharge Loss 
Revenue ChanB:e 
Total Cost 
Revenue Change 
Ne t Gain or Loss 
Table 28 ( c~nt. ) 
Summary of Facts on Areas of Primary Interest 
Area A Area B Area C Area D 
106,128. 74,820. 62,098. 47,922. 
6 2"3·0. 1}_1_'20 0--" S.9SO. S.lOO. 
79,261. 90,146. 36,412. 22,672. 
2:~500. 2,soo. z~soo. z,soo. 
71.761 .. 82.646. 28 .. 912. 1 S_._l72. 
112,358. 80,520. 68,048. 53,022. 
71.761, _82 ~ . 646. 28. CJl2. 1 '). 172. 
-40,597. +2,126. 
-3 9' 136. -37,850. 
'Jlotal 
290,968. 
22 t 98 0 ~ 
228,491. 
]0,000~ 
198 .491_.. 
I 
313,948. 
198 ~ 491. 
-115,457. 
\..!\ 
\.0 
CHAPTER V 
COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES OF ANNEXATION 
Economic Change 
Property Tax 
Residents of the fringe area will be required to pay 
a 13i mill levy in the event of annexation. A 13~ mill levy 
means that $13.50 must be paid for each $1,000.00 of assessed 
non-exempt valuation. Residents of the fringe area should 
be aware also of the f~ct that their assessment will be, on 
the average, about 35% higher than their present county 
assessments. The fringe area residents will, of course, 
continue to pay the present county tax. In addition to this, 
fringe area business will be required to pay a 13~ mill levy 
on inventory and equipment. 
Miscellaneous Revenue 
Residents of the fringe area will have dog and bicycle · .. 
licenses to buy. 'Ihe dog licenses are annual and the bicycle 
licenses are for the life of the bicycle. · Those residents 
planning to build will have to purchase building permits. 
All business proprietors will have new occupational licenses 
to buy. The cigarette tax will be the same as it is now 
except that the city will receive a refund from the state 
of the tax collected in the fringe areas. 
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The Utility Chana-e 
Gas and telephone rates will not change as a result of 
annexation except that a 5% utility tax will be added to the 
bill by the city~ 
Residents who use city sewers will be required to pay 
~1.85 per month sewer charge. This charge helps defray the 
cost of processing the sewerage. Those residents who have 
septic tanks V·Iill be allo't'Jed to continue using them until 
the Sanitary Sewage District is established. The adoption 
of the District plan by the County Commissioners would mean 
compulsory payments and use of the sanitary sewers~ Those 
residents who chose to do so could take advan tage of the 
cheaper installation costs provided by the city in the event 
that annexation occurs before the Sewer District is 
establishedo 
-~he 1 ... e wot:tld be a substantial reduction in electric and 
water charges as a result of annexation. 1he fringe area 
residents are required to pay a ~5% surcharge on electricity 
and a 15% surcharge on water at the present time. As a 
result of an.nexa tio:n this surcharge v.rould be r emoved and a 
straight 5% utility tax would be added. This would represent 
a substantial savings to most fringe area residents. 
The fringe area residents are now paying ~2.00 a month 
for garbage collection. 'lhis would be redv.ced to ~~1. 00 a 
month, a saving of ~12.00 a year per household? 
Cha'Ylge in Fire Ins,_.Ara.nce Rates 
One very substantial savings for most property owners 
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in case of annexation v.Jould arise as a result of the differ-
ence in fire insurance rates. All of the fringe area home 
owners are presently paying a ~J.OO per thousand dollar 
insured extra premium because they live outside the city 
limits. This extra premium .is extremely low considering 
the degree of fire protection. The residents should be 
aware of the political and economic fact that the City 
Commission is seriously considering changing the present 
fire call policy. The National Fire Underwriters have 
stated that if the city continues to ansT,.Ier calls outs ide 
the city limits they _must build additional fire stations 
or lose thei.r rating. ·This loss of rating would result 
in higher insurance premiums for all city residents. 
Given these alternatives, it is extremely possible that 
the Commission might order the fire department to discontinue 
its policy of answering calls outside the city limi~s. If 
the Commission were to set forth this new policy it would 
result in a 300% increase in fire insurance rates outside 
the city limits. The Tables which follow show the insurance 
costs both at the present time and the cost should the city 
stop providing fire protection. 
Special Assessment Changes 
Should annexation occur, the residents would be allowed 
the option of securing paving of their streets. The resi-
dents of the area in question would need to petition for 
the streets. 'Ihe city would provide engineering service and 
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approximately one-third of the total paving cost. The city 
would act as a bonding agent and would float the necessary 
bond issue to provide the paving. Residents on each side of 
the street would be assessed for their share of the total 
cost. It should again be pointed out that immediate paving 
of all streets would be impossible. The fringe area 
residents would have the same opportunity as present city 
residents to get needed pavement. The extra tax base would 
make additional paving more possible and the near future 
should see paving progress rapidlyo 
Summary 
Tnese economic changes ca.n best be examined .by a com-
parative table. ~1e table which follows illustrates some 
typical examples of the total economic picture for selected 
categories. MasonrY- ~nd Frame dw~ll~ngs with an approximate 
sale value of $10,000.00, ~ ~ 20, 000 o 00, and $30,000.00 Nere 
selected as examples. Each of the individual items are 
based on average estimates. Each of the charges "v-Jould vary 
according to the extent of insurance coverage, use of 
utilities, general neighborhood, and method of filing 
federal income tax, but in spite of these handicaps, some 
interesting conclusions can be drawn. 
First of all, it should be noted that families living 
in the fringe area in houses less than ~20,000.00 value will 
actual~y spend less per year after annexation than before. 
Second, the major difference between residing inside the 
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city and outside the city in more expensive homes diminishes 
to practically nothing if fire protection is not provided. 
An individual living in the fringe area can compare his 
present costs to those after annexation by choosing the 
9articular Table which most closely approximates his own 
circumstances. 
Business Costs and Changes 
The Tables belovJ do not show the cost to individuals 
who own businesses in the outlying areas. 'Ihe combination 
of general property tax, personal property tax, and occupa-
tional licenses will substantially increase the cost of 
doing business in the fringe area, All of these taxes will 
be deductible from federal i ncome taxes, but the difference 
will s till be quite substantial. 
In return, ~he . businessman will receive the benefits 
of the city including such items as police protection, fire 
protection (thus reducing their insurance costs), zoning 
restrictions, city planning, city utilities.without 
sur charge, city engine,ering services, and other non-economic 
factors such as living in a city with a broader economic base. 
In terms of original payment, Table 27 illustrates that 
it will be the larger land owners and the businesses who will 
pay the most for annexation. However, economists have 
learned much in recent years about the incidence of taxes. 
It is quite probable that the proprietors and landlords will 
shift a ma jor portion of this tax burden back to the 
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'I'able 27 
Comparative Costs to Individuals 
I A. I>1asonry D"v~Jelling - County assessment ~3, 925.00 -~pproximate city assessment ~P 5,300.00 -Amount of insu1~ance ~1o,ooo .oo. 
Cost 
Real Est . 'Taxes1 
Fire Insurance2 
Sewer Charges3 
Surcharges4 
5% Utility ~rax5 
Garbage Collection6 
Income T.ax Savings? 
Total 
Outside Citv Inside Citv 
With Fire W/o Fire 
Protection Protection 
12.00 
42.00 
26.64 
2Li-.oo 
104.64 
27.00 
42.00 
26.64 
24.00 
119.64 
{· 4 05 'IT) • 
9.00 
22.20 
8.79 
15.00 
-2.S7 
56.47 
-- -·- --·-------------------
B. Masonry Dwelling - County assessment ~7,822 .00 -
Approximate city a s sessment :~; 10,560.00 -Amount of insurance 
<W2o,ooo.oo . 
Cost 
Real Est . Taxes 
Fire Insurance 
SevJer Charges 
1 Surcharges 
5% Uti 1i ty Tax 
Garbage Collection 
Income Tax Savings 
Total 
Outside Citv Inside City 
With Fire W/o Fire 
Protectior.. Protection 
$ 7S.OO 
24.00 )1.-i-. 00 18.00 
42.00 42.00 22.20 
26.64 26. 64· 
8.79 
24.00 24.00 15.00 
-16.22 
116.64 146.64 122.28 
lTaxes - I:ndi vi duals ca:i.1. determine approximate city 
taxes by· comparing the different county assessed values and 
interpolating betr,,Jeen these values. T.axes based on 13i mills 
on non-exempt prope~ty. For method used to determine valua-
tions, see supra p~. 21 ff. 
2Fire Insurance - Cost for fire insurance is based on 
rates used by all fj_re under~-vrlters for this area. See 
Florida Inspection and Rating Burea u, Residen tial Pronerties 
Schedule for Rati~g, Jacksonville, Oct. 1, 1956 revision; 
Florida Inspection and Rating Bureau, Florida Guide, 
Jacksonville, 1956 to date. 
r 
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c. IV1asonry Dwelling - County a sse ss rr.ent t;11, 777.00 -
Approxi mate city assessment ~l 15,90 0 .00 - Amount of insurance 
~i rl 3 0 ' 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 
Cost 
Real Est. Taxes 
Fire Insurance 
Sewe r Charges 
Surcharge s 
5% Utility Tax 
Garbage Collection 
Income Tax Savings 
Total 
Outside Citv 
Hith Fire 
Protection 
J6.oo 
42.00 
26.64 
24.00 
128.64 
itj / o Fire 
Protection 
81.00 
42.00 
26.64 
24.00 
173.64 
I n side Citv 
~pl47 .15 
27.00 
22.20 
8.79 
15.00 
-}1.18 
188.96 
D• Frame Dwelling - County assessment ~3,925.00 -
l~pproximate city assessment ~P,5,300.00 - Amount of insurance ;;plo,ooo.oo. 
I 
Cost 
O~ts4de Cit:£ Inside Cit~ 
With Fire w·;o Fire 
Protection Protection 
!Real Est. Taxes 
lFire Insurance 
fSewer Charges 
!Surcharges 
15% Utility 'lax 
21 .. 00 
42.00 
26.64 
46.00 
42.00 
26.64 
I 4.05 ~p 
16.00 
22.20 
----
8.79 
!Garbage Collection Income ·r.ax Savings I Total 
24.00 24.00 1_5.00 
-2~52 
I 
113.64 138.64 63.47 
. --~------------------------------------------------------~--~ 
3sewer Charges ... 'Ihe amount for outside areas is the 
charge that users will pay through the Sanitary District. 
This cost does not include the five-year special assessment 
which may be ~plO, 00 per acre or 5% of assessed valution · of 
property. See Black Renort. The amount inside the city is 
the ~ 1~85 service charge figured on an annual basis. 
4surcharges - This charge is based on an average for 
June, 1957, as furnished by the Finance Director. Letter of 
July 11, 1957. This, of course, varies from individual to 
individual. 
)Utility Tax- This tax is collected inside the city, 
but not outside. The money is dedicated to debt retirement~ 
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I 
!I .· E_. Prame Dwelling- Co .n1.t y as se s s men t ~~ 7,822.00-
1!1.pproxlmate city as sessmen t ~5 10,.56 0 .00- Amoun t of insuranc 
,,;r 20' 00 0 .00. 
i 
I 
I 
!Co s t 
i 
I 
I !Real Est. Taxes 
1-;:il i ,....e I " l~u,....a :J.f""e (s...... .!...,,~ ... -~ ...... 
.. evJer G.r:s.rges 
; . '-..I 
,s urcharg es 
!5% Utility Tax 
1Ga rh9.2'e Colle c. tion 
ii - fil,-. 0 • 1 nccme ~~x ~avlngs 
'Ibtal I 
Outside 
1
.:l i th Fi r e 
Protection 
42.00 
42.00 
26.64 
24.00 
l 34.64 
~------·-------------------
~JJ/o Fire 
Protection 
92.00 
42 . .. 00 
26.64 
24.00 
184.64 
Inside Citv 
~ 75.06 
32.00 
22 0 20 
8.79 
15.00 
-16.67 
136.28 
,,. Fe Frame D'IJrel l ing - Cou.r1ty assessr:1ent ~? 1_1,777o00 -
Approxime~ te city as s essment ~i; 15,900.00 - f ... ~ '"J.ourlt of insurance 
lii;JO, 0 00.00, 
I cost 
I 
! 
iReal Est. Taxes 
'Fire Insura nce 
3etrJer Cr1arges 
Surcha:::-'ge s 
5% t:tility Tax 
Garbage Collection 
:Income ·fux Savinf!s 
Total 
Outside 
·\d i th Fire 
Pro t e ct ::. on 
63 .. 00 
42. 00 
26. 6l.~ 
24-.00 
155.64 
Citv 
H/o Fire 
Pro tection 
138 .00 
42.00 
26.64 
2L~ . 00 
230.64 
Inside City 
~~147 .15 
ll-8 •. 00 
22.20 
8. 79 . 
15.00 
-11.18 
209,96 
6Ga rbage ColJ. ection - :~ 2. 00 p Gr month outside city as 
compared with ~ 1. 2 5 per month proposed for t wo pickups per 
wee k in even t of arnexation. 
I 
? I ncome ':ra.x Savings - 'I'h is represeY.'.ts the savings which 
might occur to persons inside the city limits beca use 
property tax and the 5% utility tax may be deducted for 
income tax purposes, but surcharges cannot. 
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residential areas in the long . run. This shift will be 
reflected in slightly higher rents and prices. At the 
present time much of the city taxes on business in the city 
limits is being shifted to the residential areas. With 
annexation the tax base will be considerably enlarged with 
a concommitant result of a more even distribution of the 
tax burden throughout the entire metropoli~n area. There 
will be one major difference; the residential suburban areas 
will be provided with , the services which they need now and 
will continue to need in the future. 
Even the federal government will pay part of this cost 
since all city taxes may be deducted for income tax purposes. 
Present utility surcharges are not deductible. Furthermore, 
the customers of the fringe area businesses who reside in 
other parts of the country will be paying a small share 
of the cost in higher prices. The improvement in fire 
protection will result in lowered insurance premiums and 
therefore the insurance companies will pay part of the cost. 
In the long run, even the insurance companies will gain 
since better fire protection will mean fewer fires and thus 
fewer claims to be paide 
The money spent in the fringe areas for civic improve-
ment will remain, for the most part, in th~.s area and the 
payrolls of concerns will increase as a result. These are 
but a few of the complications that arise in an effort to 
explain the true costs of urban development. 
Non-Financial Considerations 
A fact can be interpreted as an advantage or a dis-
advantage depending upon the situation and the persons 
involved. Annexation is nQ exception to the general rule 
that a policy decision will result in an advantage to some 
and a disadvantage to others. This applies within a fringe 
area itself since some of the residents of a fringe area will 
be helped to a greater extent than others. Therefore, the 
overall changes that v.rill occur as a result of annexation 
rather than its advantages or disadvantages will be 
presented. 
The primary non-financial consideration in the central 
city v.rould seem to be the increase in government. Each 
departmen t v~i ould be required t o increase substantially in 
si ze, a :ad to assum~ more responsibility. This enlarged 
responsibility would be facilitated, hol;"Vever, by the ability 
to make long-ra nge plans over a larger a rea, a factor which 
has had notable results in other cities. 
'Ihe primary non-financial considerations in the fringe 
area would be in · terms of the number and amount of services 
it might receive, the fact that it would lose, to a certain 
extent, vJhat separate identity it might now have, and the 
increased voice in goverr~ent affairs. 
Annexation would procure for the fringe a reas more 
police protectj_on, fire protection, street maintenance, 
street building, mosquito control, plam~ing, street lighting, 
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zoning enforcement, and building inspection. 
In turn, a~~exation would increase the number of 
potential candidates for city political offices. There is 
a definite possibility that as the city continues to grow 
the leading citizens will continue to move further away from 
the main business section of Gainesville. 
Annexation will allow fringe area residents to partici-
pate in Plan Board and Board of Adjustment meetings. Since 
many of the businesses involved in zoning are owned by 
residents of the fringe area, this would result in an 
important change in their ability to protect their interests 
since they could participate in city elections. 
The fringe areas do not presently have in use a method 
of floating bond issues. As citizens of an in.corporated 
area they would be given this service. 
The city will have a larger population, which can be a 
source of pride, or regret, dependi11g upon the viewpoint. 
Finally, if ·it is recognized that the city is growing, 
that it v.rill ·continue to grovJ, and that eventually annexation 
must take place, then the most economical way would be to do 
it now, so that city growth can be planned. Ten years ago 
the cost of annexation would have been negligible, ten years 
from not~ it will be prohibitive since an area 't'.Jhich is · allow~ 
ed to deteriorate continues to need new services as well as 
continual replacement and renovation costs. 
CHAPrER VI 
SUMi'~lARY, CO~·YCLUSIONS, Ai'-JD RECO I''lr'l:E;NDL~TIONS 
Every effort has been made throughout this study to 
present without bias the facts as they exist. Annexation is 
a political and social issue with many emotional overtones. 
It is hoped that the leaders in both the city and the fringe 
areas will use the facts in this report without distortion. 
The areas which have been studied differ widely in 
their nature, and each of these areas presents a slightly 
different problem. Primary Area "A"1 is a residential 
development with high population density. It contains the 
homes of many of the county's most influential citizens. 
The residents of this area are , in reality, a part of 
Gainesville. Host of them v.Jork in the city and a large 
number own property or businesses within the city limits. 
On an economic basis alone the city could afford to 
annex the primary sections of Area "A" wi th little cost. 
The original cost would mean a n increase in th~ taxes insid.e 
the city, but in the long run Area "A 11 could support itself 
to the advanta ge of the city. 
1Primary Areas "At', nBu, "C 11 , and r'D" are delineated 
in (\Chapter IV and illustrated in Hap 4. 
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The residents of Area "A" can use the city's services. 
Street maintenance, police protection, fire protection, and 
a legal device for bonded indebtedness are the major needs of 
this area. This need vJ ill increase as the area develops 
even further. 
1Ihese are the facts in summary for Area "A". It is 
recommended that the issue of annexation of Primary Area "A" 
be included on the ballot at a special election in the 
immediate future. The people of the city and of this fringe 
area must decide~ in view of the facts, v.Jhat; if anything, 
they wish to do about annexation. 
Primary Area "B" presents a slightly different problem. 
This area as delineated in this report is the industrial 
center of Gainesville. The city needs these industries in 
its t a x base if it is to growo The western portion of this 
area is primarily residential and is plagued by poor planning 
and zoning. This area could easily develop into a slum area 
with a concommitant loss to the value of the property inpide 
the city. The residential areas need better police and -fire 
protection, and the advantages of overall city planning • 
.. 
The industrial segment of the area also needs planning. 
Industry would pay taxes to the city but in return it would 
receive the benefits of city govern:-uent. New industry is 
not as likely to fear city taxes as it is poor planning, 
poor housing for its employees, poor fire protection, and 
a stagnant city~ 
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Economically, Area "B" could be annexed With no cost to 
the city taxpayers. The increase in the tax base would 
support the cost of providing necessary services. Annexation 
of Area "B" would be mutually advantageous to the city and 
the fringe area. 
It is recommended that the issue of the annexation of 
?rimary Area "B" be included on the ballot at a special 
election in the immediate future. The people of the city 
and of this fringe area must decide, in -view of the facts, 
what, if anything, they v,'ish to do about annexation. 
Primary Area "C" is a substandard area of Gainesville. 
'Ihi s area could benefit most from the extension of city 
services. It presently presents a health menace to the city 
and will continue to do so in the future, but it has neither 
commercial, industrial, nor residential wealth to pay for 
these services. The area will never be economically self-
sufficient if the present trend continues. The city cannot 
afford. to pay for the extension of these services without a 
drastic increase in taxes inside the city. If Primary 
Area "A" and "B" are annexed, the long-range economic 
picture will improve and in the future · the area could be 
provided with these services. It is recommended that 
Primary Area "C" should not be annexed until such time as 
the city is economically capable of handling the problems 
involved. 
Primary Area "D" is residential in natu:!:"'e. It contains 
some expensive property but has not sufficient population 
74 
density to warrant .annexation immediately. Economically 
and socially it is as much a part of the city as is Primary 
Area "A" but the potential revenue is small . . 'Ihe overall 
area is in good repair and does not need city services to 
the extent that Area "A" does. The area can not support 
itself financially, and an increase in city taxes Hould be 
required to annex it. As the city continues to grow, and 
especially if Areas 11 A" and "B 11 are annexed, it will soon 
be able to provide the necessary services to Area "D". 
Therefore, it is recommended that the issue of the annexa-
tion of Primary Area "D 11 be included on a ballot in the 
near future. 
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